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Cold Steel Talwar 4 Blade
Category: » Knives » Cold Steel Knives

Product ID: 21TTLS
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Availability: 112,00 EUR
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See it in our store.
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Product parameters:
• Total length: 23,5 cm
• Blade length: 10,2 cm
• Handle length: 13,3 cm
• Blade thickness: 4 mm
• Weight: 141 g
• Blade: serrated
• Steel: AUS 8A
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During the 1800's the British Empire was hell bent on gobbling up as much of the Indian sub-continent as they could,
seizing dominion with massive fire power and the point of the bayonet. But when the British attempted to subdue the
Sikhs and other martial clans they received a very rude awakening! Suddenly soldiers and cavalrymen alike began
literally losing their heads – not to mention their arms and legs- to a fearful Indo-Persian sword called the Talwar!
With it's razor sharp broad, curved blade it stopped the British cold in many battles and inflicted unheard of losses and
the most ghastly wounds imaginable. Now, almost two hundred years later Cold Steel has harnessed the fearsome cutting
power of one of the world's most renowned swords in a tactical folder that we believe is truly worthy of the name Talwar.
Designed by celebrated custom knife-maker Andrew Demko and Cold Steel President Lynn C Thompson, the largest of our
diverse new Talwar series boasts the widest blade available (measuring a full 2" wide!). Flat ground, with a continuously
curved cutting edge from choil to upswept point it offers cutting and piercing power hitherto unavailable in a folding knife.
To compliment the Talwar's razor edge and lethal point we developed a truly exceptional handle.
Made from American G-10, it's textured and contoured pistol grip handle features strategically placed finger grooves for
comfort and safety, and to further protect your precious fingers from this formidable blade, we have equipped the Talwar
with our industry-leading Tri-Ad lock. Tried and tested, this super safe locking mechanism has proven to be unequalled by
any folding knife lock in the industry – at any price!
Faster on the draw than any switchblade, our Talwar comes equipped with Andrew Demko's revolutionary ambidextrous
thumb plate. By draw-snagging the knife on a pocket the awesome power of the Talwar can be in your hand at the speed
of lightning!
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Movie: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=WG0nQumA1a0
Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of best
available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's products
include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords, machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and other
martial arts–related items.
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